Optical Properties of Saturated and Unsaturated Carbonyl Defects in Polyethylene.
Polyethylene (PE), one of the simplest and most used aliphatic polymers, is generally provided with a number of additives, in particular antioxidants, because of its tendency to get oxidized. Carbonyl defects, a product of the oxidation of PE, are occurring in various forms, in particular saturated ones, known as ketones, where a C═O double bond substitutes a CH2 group, and various unsaturated ones, i.e., with further missing hydrogens. Many experimental investigations of the optical properties in the visible/UV range mainly attribute the photoluminescence of PE to one specific kind of unsaturated carbonyls, following analogies to the emission spectra of similar small molecules. However, the reason why saturated carbonyls should not be optically detected is not clear. We investigated the optical properties of PE with and without carbonyl defects using perturbative GW and the Bethe-Salpeter equation in order to take into account excitonic effects. We discuss the calculated excitonic states in comparison with experimental absorption/emission energies and the stability of both saturated and unsaturated carbonyl defects. We conclude that the unsaturated defects are indeed the best candidate for the luminescence of oxidized PE, and the reason is mainly due to oscillator strengths.